UK vaccination schedule: persistence of immunity to hepatitis B in children vaccinated after perinatal exposure
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ABSTRACT

Objective To assess persistence of immunity to hepatitis B (HBV) in primary school children vaccinated following perinatal exposure.

Design Serological survey.

Setting Five UK sites (Berkshire East, Birmingham, Buckinghamshire, Milton Keynes and Oxfordshire).

Participants Children from 3 years 4 months to 10 years of age (mean age 6.2 years), vaccinated against HBV from birth following perinatal exposure.

Interventions A single booster dose of the paediatric formulation of a recombinant HBV vaccine.

Main outcome measures Titres of antibody against hepatitis B Surface Antigen (anti-HBs) measured immediately before and 21–35 days after the HBV vaccine booster.

Results Prebooster anti-HBs titres were >10 mIU/ml in 84.6% of children (n=26; 95% CI 65.1 to 95.6%). All children (n=25, 95% CI 86.3 to 100%) had titres >100 mIU/ml after the booster.

Conclusions This study of antibody persistence among UK children born to hepatitis B infected women, immunised with a 3-dose infant schedule with a toddler booster suggests sustained immunity through early childhood. These data should prompt further studies to address the need for a preschool booster.

Trial registration Eudract Number 2008-004785-98.

Children born to women with detectable hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) are at very high risk of becoming chronically infected with hepatitis B virus (HBV). An accelerated course of HBV vaccination from birth is effective at reducing transmission and universally recommended for infants of HBsAg positive mothers.

Current UK guidelines recommend that children, with ongoing exposure to HBV infection, receive a preschool HBV vaccine booster.

What is already known on this topic

- Children born to women with detectable hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) are at very high risk of becoming chronically infected with hepatitis B virus (HBV).
- An accelerated course of HBV vaccination from birth is effective at reducing transmission and universally recommended for infants of HBsAg positive mothers.
- Current UK guidelines recommend that children, with ongoing exposure to HBV infection, receive a preschool HBV vaccine booster.

What this study adds

- This cohort of perinatally exposed UK children, immunised at 0, 1, 2 and 12 months of age, retained immunity against HBV through early childhood.
- There is a need for further research into the necessity of the currently recommended preschool booster dose of HBV vaccine for children immunised with an accelerated course of HBV vaccine in infancy.
2 years, and to remain potentially exposed to HBV within the household. Children with significant renal or hepatic impairment, life-limiting illness or evidence of HBV infection on a previous blood test were excluded. Children were enrolled between April 2009 and January 2011.

**Study design**

Approvals were obtained from Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee C (OxREC08/H0606/136), the Medicines and Healthcare Regulatory Agency and relevant National Health Service (NHS) bodies.

Informed signed consent was obtained from parents of all participants.

Children in the study received a single 0.5 ml dose of the paediatric formulation of Engerix B (GlaxoSmithKline, Brentford, UK), a recombinant vaccine (10 μg of HBsAg adsorbed onto aluminium hydroxide). This was given as an intramuscular injection into the deltoid area via a 25 mm 23 gauge needle.

Blood samples (up to 6 ml) were obtained immediately before and then 21–35 days following vaccination. Following study completion, information on participants’ receipt of hepatitis B immunoglobulin (HBIG) and maternal HBsAg status was obtained, where available, for a posthoc analysis.

**Laboratory methods**

Blood samples were stored at 2–8°C within 2 h of sampling. Within 24 h of sampling, they were centrifuged at 3000 g for 10 min and sera stored at ≤−18°C. Sera were tested by ELISA at the microbiology laboratory, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, for anti-HBs IgG, IgG against HBV core antigen (anti-HBc) and, as needed, HBsAg concentrations.

**Statistical methods**

Two analyses were undertaken: an ‘intention-to-treat’ (ITT) analysis including all children, and a ‘per-protocol’ (PP) analysis including only children who had received four doses of vaccine with no significant delays to their schedule (ie, three doses by 6 months and four doses by 18 months of age).

Using STATA, V.11 (StataCorp, College Station, USA), 95% binomial proportion CIs were calculated. We considered two thresholds—anti-HBs >10 mIU/ml prevaccine booster, a measure of antibody persistence, and anti-HBs >100 mIU/ml postvaccine booster, a measure of immune memory. Calculation of geometric mean concentrations of anti-HBs IgG was not performed, as exact concentrations were not determined where titres were >1000 mIU/ml.

**RESULTS**

**Participant characteristics**

Twenty-eight children with mean age 6.2 years (range 3.4–10.5 years) were enrolled. Nineteen (68%) were over the age of 5 years at enrolment, and were therefore overdue for their HBV ‘preschool’ booster. Fourteen (50%) were male. There were 15 Asian, 5 black children and 2 Caucasian children, plus 6 children of other or mixed ethnicity. The cohort included one set of three siblings and eight sets of two siblings. Twenty-four children (86%) had received a four-dose infant schedule with no significant delays, so were included in the PP analysis. The ITT analysis included all 28 children (figure 1).

Of the 23 children on whom data were available on receipt of HBIG, 4 (17%) had received this. Of the 22 children for whom there were available data on maternal HBsAg status, 2 (9%) were positive. Three of the five children for whom there were no data regarding receipt of HBIG were born to HBsAg-negative mothers, so were unlikely to have received it.

**Protocol deviations**

Four blood samples were documented to have been separated up to 16 h later than allowed in the protocol. It was considered unlikely this would have significantly affected the assay. The data were therefore included in the analysis.

**High-dose hook effect**

Falls in anti-HBs titres between prebooster and postbooster samples in two participants raised concern that the assay might be influenced by a ‘high-dose hook’ effect⁵ resulting in spuriously low antibody measurements. Repeat assays following dilution, performed by the John Radcliffe microbiology laboratory and the assay manufacturer (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics, Deerfiled, USA), revealed comparable baseline and elevated postbooster anti-HBs titres >1000 mIU/ml in these children. To confirm assay reliability, Siemens repeated 45 of the 51 anti-HBs assays finding no difference in the proportion of assays >10 mIU/ml prebooster or >100 mIU/ml postbooster. In view of this, the results from John Radcliffe microbiology laboratory are presented, with the two spuriously low measurements corrected to 1000 mIU/ml (figure 2).

**Baseline anti-HBs concentrations**

ITT analysis found 22 of the 26 children with samples had anti-HBs antibody concentrations >10 mIU/ml prior to their preschool booster dose of HBV vaccine (84.6%; 95% CI 65.1 to 95.6%). For the PP analysis, the proportion was 86.4% (n=22; 95% CI 65.1 to 97.1%). No child had undetectable anti-HBs concentrations before the booster, the lowest level being 3.24 mIU/ml (figure 2).

**Response to booster**

In an ITT analysis, all 25 children with postbooster samples had anti-HBs concentrations >100 mIU/ml (95% CI 86.3 to 100%) (figure 2). The 95% CI for the PP analysis was 83.9–100% (n=21).

**Evidence of infection**

One child was positive for anti-HBc at low levels with negative assays for HBsAg and antibody against HBV e-antigen (HBeAg). Enquiries revealed this child had had equivocal anti-HBc antibody levels when aged 1 year, suggesting transient infection occurred within the first year of life. Subsequent testing for HBV DNA by PCR was negative, suggesting no current hepatitis B infection. Anti-HBs titres from this child—14.9 mIU/ml prevaccine and 935.7 mIU/ml postvaccine booster—were included in the analysis.

**DISCUSSION**

Most data on childhood persistence of anti-HBs and the incidence of ‘breakthrough’ HBV infections following an accelerated course of HBV immunisation are from high-prevalence countries,⁶ where boosting of anti-HBs titres through natural exposure may be more frequent. With lower rates of natural boosting in low-prevalence countries, such as the UK, anti-HBs concentrations may decline more rapidly. However, children born to HBsAg positive mothers in this setting may remain at ongoing risk of infection from household exposure.

In this small study, children immunised following perinatal exposure, according to current UK recommendations, were all shown to have immunity that had persisted at or beyond the age at which they became eligible for their preschool HBV
Most children retained anti-HBs concentrations >10 mIU/ml prebooster. After a booster, all mounted strong anti-HBs responses (>100 mIU/ml).

These findings contrast with those of Boxall et al., the only other UK study to address this question, who found anti-HBs IgG concentrations ≥10 mIU/ml in only half the adolescents immunised in infancy with an accelerated course (0, 1, 2, 6 months) of HBV vaccine.

The mean age of participants in Boxall’s study was 14.5 years, compared with 6.2 years in the current study. A younger cohort (mean age 11.7 years) was also described in the Boxall study with similarly low prebooster anti-HBs titres. The vaccine history of this younger cohort was not described, but these children are likely to have received their last dose at 6 months of age, finishing earlier than children in the current study, who were mostly immunised according to the UK 0, 1, 2 and 12-month schedule. It is possible that the difference between our data and those in the Boxall study simply reflect waning of antibody with age, although, obviously, there are numerous other factors involved.

It is also striking that, in the Boxall study, 16% of participants had both baseline titres <10 mIU/ml and failed to mount a ‘memory’ response when given a further dose of HBV vaccine (defined as a postvaccination anti-HBs titre >100 mIU/ml). Similar results were seen in the younger cohort in the Boxall study, and these contrast with our findings that all children had IgG >100 mIU/ml after the booster dose. In high-prevalence areas, loss of ‘memory’ response has been seen in some other cohorts of adolescents vaccinated, using various schedules, in infancy.

As well as being younger, children in the current study received their last dose of vaccine at 12 months of age or older (as per current UK guidelines), rather than 6 months of age, as in the Boxall study. It is possible the higher percentage of
participants with anti-HBs levels <10 mIU/ml and the apparent loss of immunological memory in the Boxall study is related to the relative immunological immaturity of these children when they received their last dose.

Finally, a lower proportion of children in the current study received HBIG with their first dose of vaccine than in the study by Boxall et al. Boxall et al reported that receipt of HBIG might be associated with loss of immunological memory. Although the immunological basis for this observation is still unclear, it is plausible that HBIG given at the same time as the first dose might bind the vaccine antigens and, thus, affect immune priming.

A recent Cochrane review confirmed the lack of high-quality randomised clinical trials (RCTs) to evaluate the need for booster doses of HBV vaccine. One study of Senegalese children vaccinated in infancy—some who received a school-age HBV vaccine booster (n=41) and some who did not (n=51)—found that by the age of 9–12 years, the booster significantly reduced the proportion of children with detectable anti-HBc with no impact on HBsAg positivity. This suggests some protection against hepatitis B infection, but the relevance of these data to a low-incidence country is uncertain.

**Correlates of protection against HBV infection**

An anti-HBs IgG concentration <10 mIU/ml after a primary course of HBV vaccine predicts future vaccine failure. To what extent this is due to protection mediated by these antibodies rather than being simply a marker of the strength of vaccine response is not known.

In Gambian children vaccinated in infancy and then followed to age 7 years, waning of anti-HBs concentrations was associated with increased risk of core antibody reversion, a marker of transient infection. However, multiple studies of children vaccinated in infancy in high-prevalence countries, some with more than 20 years follow-up, have shown that children who initially responded to immunisation remain protected against HBV infection even if anti-HBs concentrations fall below 10 mIU/ml. A growing body of evidence suggests this may be true in low-prevalence countries as well. This protection is thought to be mediated by cell-mediated immunity and/or anamnestic antibody responses.

Citing these observational data, the European Consensus Statement on hepatitis B vaccine booster doses states that there is no evidence to support the use of boosters in immunocompetent children or adolescents.

Many studies have used a dose of HBV vaccine as a probe to assess immunological memory, defined as a rise in anti-HBs concentrations from <10 mIU/ml to either >10 mIU/ml or >100 mIU/ml postimmunisation. It is believed that individuals able to mount a memory response to vaccine would mount such a response in the context of natural HBV challenge. Given HBV’s long latency period, it is argued that this should be sufficient to clear the infection. However, there is no published literature attempting to correlate memory defined in this manner with rates of subsequent breakthrough infection.

Therefore, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that protection against HBV infection persists after antibody wanes, and no data correlating loss of a ‘memory response’ following boosting with future susceptibility to chronic infection. Given the paucity of knowledge about correlates of long-term protection, active surveillance for breakthrough infections may be most informative. We support calls for RCTs addressing the need for booster doses of HBV vaccine in children born to mothers with hepatitis B infection.

**Limitations**

Despite sustained efforts, we were able to recruit a relatively small number of participants to this study, thus limiting our ability to draw wider conclusions from these data. Also, the high number of sibling groups limited the genetic and environmental diversity of the participants, an effect not accounted for in our estimates of protection. It is likely our participants did not fully reflect the population of at-risk children, partly as invitations to participate were not translated into languages other than English. Almost all participants in the current study had received four doses of HBV vaccines by the age of 24 months, whereas the comparative figure for children born between April and June 2010 in England was only 63%. It is known that ‘at-risk’ children eligible for HBV vaccination are liable to be incompletely immunised, and are frequently lost to follow-up. Children with incomplete immunisations may not maintain anti-HBs IgG concentrations to the extent noted in the current study.

**Does the ’preschool’ booster dose of HBV vaccine have a role in ensuring completion of the infant immunisation schedule?**

Besides concerns about waning of vaccine-induced antibody and immune memory, a key rationale for introducing the preschool booster was that it would ‘provide the opportunity to check whether the child was properly followed-up in infancy.’ However, it is the years prior to the preschool booster that is the period of greatest risk. A recent review of 85 English children with diagnosed chronic HBV infection (59 of whom were born in England) emphasised that horizontal transmission of HBV infection is a rare event compared with vertical transmission with incomplete primary immunisation. Administering overdue primary immunisations at the preschool age could, therefore, only impact on the low risk of horizontal transmission, unlike timely uptake of the infant course, a goal that has been shown to be achievable within the NHS.

**CONCLUSION**

Although our study is too small to inform policy by itself, it suggests that children born to hepatitis B infected women, immunised with a 3-dose infant schedule and toddler booster appear to maintain immunity in early childhood. Further larger studies on the need for a preschool booster, and the persistence of protection into late childhood in completely and incompletely immunised children, are warranted.
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